Lifting the Offer

Legal Disclaimer

LIFTING THE OFFER, its authors, its publisher and its affiliates (collectively, “LIFTING THE
OFFER”) is not an investment advisory service, nor a registered investment advisor or brokerdealer and does not purport to tell or suggest which securities customers should buy or sell for
themselves. The analysts and affiliates behind the indicators, strategies, columns, articles, commentary
and all other features provided herein, including, without limitation, any attachments or exhibits hereto
(collectively, the “INFORMATION”) may hold positions in the securities or industries discussed herein.
You, the reader (“you”), understand and acknowledge that there is a very high degree of risk involved in
trading securities, including Bitcoin. LIFTING THE OFFER assumes no responsibility or liability for your
trading and investment results. Factual statements contained in the Information are made as of the
date stated and are subject to change without notice.
It should not be assumed that the methods, approaches, or indicators presented in the
INFORMATION will be profitable or that they will not result in losses. Past results of any
individual trader or trading system published by LIFTING THE OFFER are not indicative of
future returns by that trader or system, and are not indicative of future returns to be realized by
you. In addition, the INFORMATION is provided for informational, entertainment and educational
purposes only and should not be construed as investment advice. Examples offered by LIFTING THE
OFFER are for educational purposes only. Such set-ups are not solicitations of any offer to buy or sell.
Accordingly, you should not rely solely on the INFORMATION in making any investment. Rather, you
should use the INFORMATION only as a starting point for doing additional independent research to
allow you to form your own opinion regarding investments. You should always check with a licensed
financial advisor and tax advisor to determine the suitability of any investment prior to making such
investment. Because the INFORMATION is provided solely for general informational purposes and may
or may not, at the time of its receipt, remain accurate, timely and complete, LIFTING THE OFFER hereby
disclaims any and all liability relating to the INFORMATION. In no event shall LIFTING THE OFFER be
liable for any direct, indirect or incidental damages resulting from your use of the INFORMATION.

